
ApexSQL Analyze

ApexSQL Compare and Sync Toolkit for SQL 
Server Subscription
As a SQL Server professional, you need to be sure 
that any database changes you make, such as to 
tables or procedural code, are verified by comparing 
source and target databases. 

The ApexSQL Compare & Sync Toolkit provides a 
simple and reassuring way to visually compare source 
and target SQL Servers and view their differences 
to verify they are accurate before synchronizing 
any changes.

This toolkit is comprised of three products:

• ApexSQL Compare — compares SQL code,  
files and folders.

• ApexSQL Data Diff — compares SQL data from live 
databases, scripts, backups and source control.

• ApexSQL Diff — compares SQL schemas from 
live databases, backups, scripts, snapshots and 
source control.

ApexSQL Fundamentals Toolkit for SQL Server 
Subscription
As a SQL Server professional, there are daily 
tasks that take up a significant amount to time. You 
write queries, refactor code, or figure out object 
dependencies. You may wish to execute scripts on 
multiple instances at once or search your databases. 

ApexSQL Fundamentals Toolkit for SQL Server 
provides the essential capabilities to help you stay on 
top of your workload and work smarter by simplifying 
and automating tasks on SQL Server to improve 
productivity, increase efficiency and reduce risk. 

Access to all the great ApexSQL 
features you love in a new 
affordable subscription model
SQL Server and My SQL professionals are confronted 
with a growing array of database tasks every day. 
Developers, DBAs, and analysts are faced day in and 
day out with essential and recurring tasks that can 
be automated.

Whether it’s writing queries, refactoring code, 
figuring out object dependencies, executing on 
multiple instances at once or just searching your 
database – everyday functions can be streamlined 
and automated. ApexSQL tools make those tasks 
easier and save you time. Being able to keep data, 
schema, and code in sync across all environments 
is equally important. And, when it comes to 
operations, managing SQL server sprawl, anticipating 
vulnerabilities, maximizing availability, and recovering 
quickly, ApexSQL tools are key to your success.

ApexSQL toolkits are bundled products that are 
flexible and help you save time and avoid risk while 
giving you the ability to respond quickly when 
needed. Now, you can purchase these ApexSQL 
toolkits via an affordable subscription.

Same great ApexSQL features available in an affordable 
subscription model.

ApexSQL® by Quest® 
subscription products
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This toolkit is comprised of these seven products:

• ApexSQL Analyze — analyzes database 
dependencies and creates SQL join relationship 
visualizations.

• ApexSQL Complete — integrates SQL code 
complete, snippets and more into SSMS and 
Visual Studio.

• ApexSQL Decrypt — decrypts SQL Server 
database objects in batches.

• ApexSQL Propagate — executes multiple SQL 
scripts on multiple SQL Server databases.

• ApexSQL Refactor — seamlessly integrates 
a SQL query formatter directly into SSMS and 
Visual Studio.

• ApexSQL Script — generates DDL and DML SQL 
script output and execution packages.

• ApexSQL Search — searches SQL data and objects 
in SSMS and Visual Studio.

ApexSQL Fundamentals Toolkit for  
MySQL Subscription
As a MySQL professional, there are things you do 
each and every day. You write, format and execute 
queries, save datasets to external files and create 
DML or DDL scripts. You report on servers and 
objects or perform object searches across your 
MySQL and MariaDB databases. You compare and 
sync objects and data across your MySQL and 
MariaDB databases on-premises and in the cloud. 

ApexSQL Fundamentals Toolkit for MySQL 
Subscription provides the essential capabilities 
to help you stay on top of your workload and 
work smarter by simplifying and automating tasks 
to improve productivity, increase efficiency and 
reduce risk. 

This toolkit is comprised of these four products:

• ApexSQL Database Power Tools for VS Code — 
allows you to connect to MySQL and MariaDB 
in Visual Studio Code, explore database objects 
and more.

• ApexSQL Data Diff for MySQL — compares and 
synchronizes data across MySQL databases.

• ApexSQL Diff for MySQL — compares and 
synchronizes across MySQL databases.

• ApexSQL Doc for MySQL — automates MySQL 
database documentation.

Benefits of subscription
Benefit from simplified accounting, transparent 
pricing and easy approval for all the great award-
winning ApexSQL features you have grown to 
love. Here’s some more benefits of the ApexSQL 
subscription model:

• Auto Renew, billed annually, ensures that your 
ApexSQL Subscription will be continuously 
available to users until such a time as they actively 
plan for ending the use of the product.

• Quest Auto Update keeps you on the latest 
version all the time to ensure you stay current as 
new desktop security threats are uncovered and 
addressed in new versions of ApexSQL.

• Online License Administration enables ApexSQL 
customers to assign licenses to individuals, keep 
track of individual usage and reassign unused or 
under-used licenses as needed to ensure license 
compliance.

• Access to our world-class support team, Knowledge 
Base, how-to videos and more.

• Stay informed about ongoing learning events and 
relevant content.

• First access to upcoming subscription-only features.

About Quest
Quest creates software solutions that make the 
benefits of new technology real in an increasingly 
complex IT landscape. From database and systems 
management, to Active Directory and Office 365  
management, and cyber security resilience, Quest  
helps customers solve their next IT challenge now. 
Quest Software. Where next meets now.    
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